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dw.cceh@outlook.com

From: Deirdre Moore on behalf of dw.cceh@outlook.com
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 11:57 AM
To: 'crossc@ottawapolice.ca'
Cc: 'gervaisd@ottawapolice.ca'; 'dorionk@ottawapolice.ca'; 'benoitj@ottawapolice.ca'; 

'slolyp@ottawapolice.ca'; 'Ferraro, Krista'; 'Savage, Malcolm (MAG'; 'Holowka, Brian 
(MAG'; 'cloc.reception@ontario.ca'; 'Gagi, Mariam (MAG)'; 'Laeeque, Nadia (MAG'; 
'Mario.Scaccia@ontario.ca'; 'Dunlopco, Jill'; 'daren.dougall@ontario.ca'; 'Desmarais, 
Ginette (MCCSS'; 'Isnor, Debra (MCCSS'; 'Tarrant, Laura (MCCSS'; 'Mohammed Said'; 
'Campbell, Jenn'; 'isabelle.guindon@casott.on.ca'; 'White, Kelly'; 
'brian.fisher@casott.on.ca'; 'Deborah.souder@fcsrenfrew.on.ca'; 'MacDougall, Tara'; 
'Raymond, Kelly'; 'seg@galarneauassoc.com'; 'debora@scholey.ca'; 'Roskies, Shuah 
(MAG'; 'Senson, Patric (MAG)'; 'katherine.kavassalis@ontario.ca'

Subject: Next, let us add some context to those new criminal harassment allegations
Attachments: 0023_Exhibit I_OCL Report part 1_Appellant_Deirdre Moore_15-MAR-21.pdf

Officer Cross,  
 
I feel that we should add some context to my Tweet that was deemed so offensive, so that my motivations are better 
understood. This Tweet: https://twitter.com/CaeJak/status/1365657968251920390?s=20 (which followed a Tweet with 
my beautiful daughter’s picture: https://twitter.com/CaeJak/status/1365650032289079302?s=20) was intended to alert 
authorities of that which was occurring in Ottawa. How do I know this? Because I was arrested, detained and met both 
victims and pimps as described here: https://pfc.rocks/bananas/. 
 
For Kiska to suggest, in his interview with OPS, that human trafficking does not exist in Ottawa—while Cate and Sean 
remain particularly vulnerable—suggests that: 

a) he is ignorant or 
b) he does not care. 

 
My 20 bucks goes on b). Rest assured that if I had been permitted to parent Sean and Cate over the past two years, I 
would have definitely taught them about pedophilia in an age-appropriate manner so that they could recognize 
predators, avoid them and/or report them. Kiska is no parent. He never has been. This was well documented in the OCL 
2018 report (first half attached for your convenience). Alas, Kiska, the CAS, the OCL and the Crown have prevented me 
from parenting Sean and Cate since February 1, 2019. 
 
Then, I took it a step further: if I cannot protect my own teens from what is obviously going on in this city, then I will 
attempt to protect other teens. Why one (not many, just one) parent reacted negatively to my initiative is VERY 
disturbing. Personally, I would have been grateful as a parent to learn of that which I have labelled The Ottawa Pipeline. 
(See pfi.ROCKS main menu) 
 
Anyhow, that is some of the information that I would have provided to you if I had been interviewed and not simply 
arrested, charged and detained based on the testimony of a malignant narcissist and my fully-alienated, fully-gaslit 
children. Now, I am forced to bring a Third Party Records Application for this new Information 21-DV6967 and use the 
Supreme Court of Canada’s ruling by Justice Cory, at page 743 paras. d-g, that the correct method of assessing credibility 
is as follows: 

•             First, if you believe the evidence of the accused, obviously you must acquit. 
•             Second, if you do not believe the testimony of the accused but you are left in reasonable doubt by it, 
you must acquit. 
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•             Third, even if you are not left in doubt by the evidence of the accused, you must ask yourself whether, 
on the basis of the evidence which you do accept, you are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt by that 
evidence of the guilt of the accused. 

[R. v. W.(D.), [1991] 1 S.C.R. 742 (“W. (D.)”) para. 11] 
(These tax dollars could be SO better used, especially during COVID-19 when so many are suffering. Nope, the Ministry 
of the Attorney General is happy to participate in make-work projects so it can request a bigger budget next year in 
order to “fight crime”.) 
 
My evidence against Kiska is undeniable: as the Crown is working hard to prevent me from filing it, I am grateful that at 
least some was included in the initial disclosure for this new Information. 
 
Andeé / Deirdre 
(613) 848-6832 
 
PS. Interestingly, at page 40 of your disclosure, Kiska stated: “My involvement is that I monitor those sites on a daily or 
sometimes hourly basis to know what's being posted. I know people are seeing this stuff. [I do] it to try to understand 
and somehow be in a position to be able to explain to the kids what images are out there and that they will at some 
point in their lives come across.” This statement possibly confirms what I already believed: Sean and Cate have never 
had access to my website. Kiska arranged for it to be blocked so they would never be in a position to see the evidence 
and learn the truth. That would be easy to discover: simply tell me their home IP address and I will see if it has ever been 
used to access my site. I know that nothing from their area came up during the summer of 2020 as I did a site analysis: 
visit the Archives section of pfi.ROCKS for August 12, 2020 if you would like to see who was hitting up my site. (Then, 
attempt to tell me that Ottawa is not part of a massive, human-trafficking operation.)  
 

Andeé Sea Cae Jak, BBA (alias for Deirdre Ann Moore until she can legally change her name following her divorce) 

President, SAQOTU Inc. II President, AdvisorOnTrack Inc. 
 

 
 
Making Change Happen! at pfc.rocks! 
Coming Soon: a fully functional website with resources and support for victims 
 


